SERIE T/i

T/9i
REL have a longstanding tradition
of requiring the top model in any
range to be more. More than the
sum of its parts, it represents the
grandest scale, the highest output
and the most we can do within any
given technology envelope.

REL PREFER TO REFINE, to build generationally upon
a solid foundation while searching relentlessly for every
possible way to legitimately improve upon our past
performance. With T/i, we believe we have set a new
standard for overall performance in this price category.

T/9i, THE MOST T/i: T/9i represents

the most of T/i that we can deliver,
and if sheer output alone is a
primary requirement for your
theater or music system then read
no further. The combination of a
lightweight, composite FibreAlloy™
10" driver coupled to a matching
10" T/i passive delivers speed, slam
and attack when called upon but
also is capable of tracing more
delicate passages when necessary.
Large in sonic scale, the T/9i is ideal
for mating up with floor standing
speakers and rooms that are on
the medium-to-large size. Powerful,
concussive, yet beautiful.
T/9i delivers more than just raw
output. We started with our driver
upgrades and built outward. The
lovely cabinets grew by 4 lbs.
(1.8 kg) over its predecessor
due to thicker cabinet walls and
improved bracing. Why? Because
the additional speed and impact of
the new drivers requires greater
control or the benefits can be lost
before they get to the listener.
GREAT SUBS, GREAT AMPS:
REL’s acclaimed input filters and
robust amplifiers, for T/9i a powerful
300w Class A/B design, result in the
best sounding, most reliable designs

ever produced. High current power
supplies, huge toroidal transformers,
and what many critics call the best
filters in the world produce the
famous REL Effect — wherein not
simply the bass region but ALL
music and movie sound is uplifted
and improved.

Arrow™ is REL’s latest generation of zero
compression wireless. Super-fast delivery of
both High Level Bass and .1/ LFE ensures the
rich, natural warmth only RELs can deliver.
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simply the bass region but ALL
music and movie sound is uplifted
and improved.

T/7i
T/7i is, without reservation, one of
the best-balanced RELs of all time.
In order to achieve perfect balance,
a sub must weigh speed against
heft, while ensuring true extensiondepth-and do so in a physically
harmonious package. T/7i manages
to make it all seem easy. Quick and
delicate for a perfect blend, it can
pound out exceptionally deep,
tuneful bass that belies its size
and plays louder than most will
ever require.
GOING FASTER REQUIRES
A BETTER ENGINE: The new

composite FibreAlloy™ 8" bass
engine in T/7i blends precisely the
correct dimension of stiffening alloy
with a fibre material chosen for its
sonic neutrality and light weight.
The combination is brilliant;
exceeding the performance of
competitors’ drivers that are many
times more expensive. The forwardfiring 8" active couples with a larger
10" down-firing passive, again with
carefully chosen balances of alloy to
fibre and the result is seamless,
effortlessly deep bass that blends
perfectly with one’s main speakers.
ELECTRONICS, THE POWER
BEHIND THE BRAND: If our driver

designers deliver the structure of
REL’s sound, the electronics are the
power behind our success. T/7i
uses a 200w Class A/B design
with large, high current power
supplies, precision-wound toroidal
transformers and an amazing
reliability record that has powered
almost 100,000 RELS in the T-range
over the years.

T/5i
SIMPLIFY, THEN ADD LIGHTNESS:

Simplicity is its own reward and T/5i
reduces the classic cubic sub to its
bare essence. Just a single, high
quality FibreAlloy™ composite driver,
down firing to produce maximum
coupling with the floor eliminates
the need for a grille; T/5i is the
purest expression of REL.
We began by updating our classic
8" bass engine to reduce mass,
while greatly increasing stiffness.
This improvement led to upgrading
cabinet dimensions and wall
thickness to better control the
deep bass. Additional upgrades
extended even into the design of
our feet, resulting in greater speed
and solidity to the presentation
of sound.
REL’s electronics are the brains and
power behind our success. Serie T/i
uses the same Class A/B power
amplifier sections with large, high
current power supplies, precisionwound transformers and an
amazing reliability record that has
powered some 100,000 RELs.
BEAUTY AND BRAWN: T/5i is

powered by a rich sounding 125w
Class A/B amplifier that cuts no
corners. Over-specified mains
transformers, discrete output
devices, high current power
supplies; T/5i shares all the DNA
and quality construction of its larger,
more powerful brethren but is
simply scaled down in output, not
quality and retains the legendary
reliability REL have become know
for the world over.

T/7i

T/9i

T/5i

T/9i SPECIFICATIONS

T/7i SPECIFICATIONS

T/5i SPECIFICATIONS

Type

Passive Radiator, front-firing active woofer,
down-firing passive radiator

Passive Radiator, front-firing active woofer,
down-firing passive radiator

Closed Box, down-firing active woofer

Active Drive Unit

10in. (254 mm) long-throw, inverted dust
cap, steel chassis

8in. (200 mm) long-throw, inverted dust cap,
steel chassis

8in. (200 mm) long-throw, inverted dust cap,
steel chassis

Passive Radiator

10in. (254 mm)

10in. (254 mm)

N/A

Lower Frequency
Response

28 Hz at -6 dB in room

30 Hz at -6 dB in room

32 Hz at -6 dB in room

Input Connectors

Hi Level Neutrik Speakon, Lo Level single
phono, LFE phono

Hi Level Neutrik Speakon, Lo Level single
phono, LFE phono

Hi Level Neutrik Speakon, Lo Level single
phono, LFE phono

Input Impedance

High Level: 150k, Low Level: 10k,
.1/LFE: 10k ohms

High Level: 150k, Low Level: 10k,
.1/LFE: 10k ohms

High Level: 150k, Low Level: 10k,
.1/LFE: 10k ohms

Gain Control Range

80 dB

80 dB

80 dB

Power Output

300 Watts (RMS)

200 Watts (RMS)

125 Watts (RMS)

Phase Switch

Yes, 0 or 180 degrees

Yes, 0 or 180 degrees

Yes, 0 or 180 degrees

Amplifier Type

Class AB

Class AB

Class AB

Fully Electronic
SET-SAFE

Yes

Yes

Yes

D.C. Fault

Yes

Yes

Yes

Protection System

Output Short

Yes

Yes

Yes

Mains Input Voltage

220-240 volts, 110-120 volts for certain
markets

220-240 volts, 110-120 volts for certain
markets

220-240 volts, 110-120 volts for certain
markets

Fuses

3.15 Amp semi delay 230 volts operation,
6.3 Amp semi delay 115 volts operation

2 Amp semi delay 230 volts operation,
4 Amp semi delay 115 volts operation

1.6 Amp semi delay 230 volts operation,
3.15 Amp semi delay 115 volts operation

13 x 15.2 x 16 in., (330 x 387 x 407 mm)
Including Feet and Rear Panel Controls
Add 1.75 in (44.5 mm) in depth when using
Hi Level connector

12 x 14.3 x 15 in., (305 x 362 x 382 mm)
Including Feet and Rear Panel Controls
Add 1.75 in (44.5 mm) in depth when using
Hi Level connector

10.5 x 12.5 x 12.7 in., (267 x 317 x 322 mm)
Including Feet and Rear Panel Controls
Add 1.75 in (44.5 mm) in depth when using
Hi Level connector

Dimensions & Finish
Dimensions (WHD)

Net Weight

41.3 lbs. (18.7 kg)

36 lbs. (16.3 kg)

26.5 lbs. (12 kg)

Finish

Gloss Piano Black or White Lacquer

Gloss Piano Black or White Lacquer

Gloss Piano Black or White Lacquer

Supplied Accessories
Mains Lead

Yes

Yes

Yes

Neutrik Speakon
Interconnect

Yes (10 Meters Nominal)

Yes (10 Meters Nominal)

Yes (10 Meters Nominal)

Users Manual

Yes

Yes

Yes

In the interest of product development, REL Acoustics Limited reserves the right to vary these specifications without notice.
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